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BRAVE SPACE



BRAVE SPACE

Brave Space is the building of a blanket fort, sneaking under a hoopskirt, an impulsive congre-
gation in the tiniest of tents. Starting as a puddle of fabric on the floor, it grows to encompass a 
world of wondrous human potential. 

Intimate and low tech, we invite the audience to sit nose-to-nose with an all-female cast of bold 
physical artists to build the world we want to live in, even for only a few shared moments.

“From the time the act started up until the end, the audience felt 
a rush and release of emotions from pure excitement to power, 
physically and mentally supporting the cast as they performed 
artistic acts. “ 



ABOUT THE SHOW

Inspired by the idea of creating trusting communities in trying and dangerous times, Brave Space starts as 
a puddle 250 yards of fabric on the floor, and, with the help of the audience, grows into a massive blanket 
fort--a world of hope that includes interdependent acts of aerial arts, acrobatics, juggling and balancing on 8 
ft high poles. A show that is impossible to perform without an audience, each act in Brave Space is designed 
to physically draw spectators into the experience of putting oneself on the line for the safety and well being of 
at-risk members of a community. Not passive viewers, the audience becomes a part of the show, sometimes 
helping to build the physical space, sometimes holding ropes that keep trapeze artists aloft, sometimes stand-
ing so close to the performers you can hear their hearts beating.
 
Brave Space was created as an antidote to the horrors of the daily news cycle. It’s not a “safe space,” but, an 
immersive performance that requires the audience and artists to show up as their best selves, encouraging 
them to care for themselves and those around them. “I wanted to create a show that felt like the opposite of 
the Handmaid’s Tale--something empowering. I wanted to create the world I want to live in, even if it only 
exists for an hour at a time,” director Shayna Swanson explains.

“It’s an experience that can only be relayed in impressions, as a 
literal description of it would be an unforgivable act of  reduc-
tionism. Brave Space is a wonderful piece. It is daring, beautiful, 
whimsical, profound, simplistic, complicated, safe, scary, beautiful 
thing.”



“I left with the impression that these artists wished nothing more 
than to share the secret to forging a space of care and connection 
with all of  us who had come together to build that little magic 
tent with them.”

GENERAL INFORMATION
    
Duration: 55 min (no intermission)
Audience type: For all ages
Type of space: Outdoor & indoor
Genre: Physical Theater
Circus disciplines: Pole walk, duo trapeze, multi-corde, juggling, cyr wheel, free pole,  hula hoops, acrobatics-
Set design: free standing rig, 250 yards of fabric



“It’s hard to describe, hard to encapsulate and relay something as 
surreal and impressionistic as this piece.” 

CREATIVE TEAM

Artistic Director: Shayna Swanson
Artists: Zoe Sheppard, Hayley Larson, Natalie Abell, Linnea Ridolfi, Rachel Webberman, 
Heather Dart, Sarah Tapper
Set design: Angela Eve
Set Construction: Erin Doll
Costume Design: Zoe Sheppard and Shayna Swanson
Lighting Designer: Alex Avery
Sound Editing: Rachel Karabenick

CONTACT

Shayna Swanson-Artistic Director
e:  shayna@aloftcircusarts.com   ph: +1 773 507 2604
Instagram: @aloftcircusarts, #aloftcircusarts, #bravespaceshow
Facebook: www.facebook.com/aloftcircusarts/



TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

The tech needs for Brave Space are very simple. The show was designed 
to be easy and efficient to produce in any environment, indoor or out-
door. The show is entirely self-contained and needs few requirements 
from a venue.

Electric: 1-2 120 volt power outlets.
Sound:   None-show runs off 1 bluetooth speaker 
Lights:   None required from venue. Show travels with 6 LED   
  bluetooth lights.

SPACE REQUIREMENTS:

• 35ft x35ft (12m x12m) open footprint for rig set up for full 
show-smaller spaces can be accommodated but adjustments will be 
made to the show content and capacity.

• 22ft (7m) height clearance 

• Hard floor or ground (no grass, carpet, mats or dirt)

Rigging: None-show is performed on a free-standing rig
Set up time: 1 hour (2 hours ideal)
Strike time: 40 min
Crew needs: None needed. Stage manager runs lights and sound.
  If performed outside, two security personnel are   
  requested

QUESTIONS?

Please contact Shayna Swanson
shayna@aloftcircusarts.com
773 507 2604

SHOW VIDEO:
https://vimeo.com/311098497



ABOUT ALOFT CIRCUS ARTS

Founded in 2005, Aloft Circus Arts brings heart and artistry to a performance art usually associated with 
physical strength and fearlessness. The resulting shows highlight more than just the physical capacity to fly, 
twist, balance, and spin - we celebrate the human capacity for sensitivity as well as strength, beauty as well as 
bravery, empathy as well as pure creative fire. Our performers are some of the premier athletes in the world, 
from a diverse range of circus acts - but when we work together, the stories we share with the audience are 
always about the feelings and experiences that unite us all. We look to have a direct emotional dialogue with 
our audience, and due to our accessible nature, everyone regardless of education, age, culture or background 
can be engaged. 

Aloft has produced 8 full length shows and performed countless one-off performances around the world. Our 
ongoing shows “El Circo Cheapo Cabaret” and “Sanctuary” have gained a cult following in Chicago, selling 
out every monthly show for the last 11 years! In addition to performances, Aloft runs one of the largest circus 
schools in the United States, creating a training center for new artists so that we always have exciting new 
talent to bring our productions to life.

ABOUT THE DIRECTOR

Shayna Swanson is an award-winning circus artist, director and found-
er of Aloft Circus Arts. Her artistic work pushes the limits of physicality 
and emotion, described by the Chicago Reader as “truly heartfelt and 
creative”. As a former competitive gymnast and diver, her work naturally 
fuses difficulty, strength and intricacy with thoughtfulness and surprise. 
Shayna developed her circus voice in the land before social media, in 
the “Circus Wild West”, a world of shoddy trapezes hung from trees and 
sneaking into warehouses for shows. While she’s learned better safety 
practices, the punk rock ethos still nips at her heels.

Her circus choreography has been acclaimed at national and international aerial and circus festivals. Her 
unique rope act won the “Best Performance of Festival” Award at the 2011 American Aerial Acrobatic Festival, 
a Special Prize at the 2011 Circuba Festival in Havana, Cuba and was featured at the Huishan Acrobatic Festi-
val in Taiwan and Collision Arts Asia Festival in Malaysia. She is also the 2012 US National women’s Cyr Wheel 
Champion. And a mom



PERFORMER BIOS

ZOE SHEPPARD | Cyr wheel, ropes, rigger, costume designer
Zoë is abundantly proficient in both the creative, performance side of circus arts as well as the techni-
cal and management skills of operating in the circus business. She specializes in Cyr wheel, aerial silks, 
and aerial rope. After graduating from Pennsylvania State University, with a degree is Biology, Zoë was 
fully intent on continuing on Dental School. However, one introductory trapeze classes quickly made her 
rethink that plan. Zoë began her circus training at Aloft Circus Arts in 2008, predominantly under the 
instruction of Shayna Swanson. In 2010, Zoë joined the teaching staff at Aloft and quickly became one of 
the most beloved and trusted instructors. Two years later she was invited to become a senior company 
member of the Aloft performance ensemble. Simultaneously, she was promoted to studio manager and 
head rigger at Aloft Circus Arts in Chicago. She has performed at numerous events and in ensemble 
shows throughout the United States successfully combining her athleticism, artistic voice, and enterpris-
ing business savvy into an excellent representative of the new circus world.

NATALIE ABELL | Hula hoops, handstands, acro
Explosive power, playfulness, and emotional honesty are hallmarks of Natalie’s artistic work.  Throughout 
her seven years performing quirky characters she has been described as “strength incarnate”,“visceral”, 
“joyful yet tender,” and even “a thug in pigtails.” She grew up climbing trees and is also a singer and a 
patent holding Mechanical Engineer with a degree from the Purdue College of Technology. Circus was the 
perfect marriage of her interests. In 2014 Natalie completed Aloft’s Full Time Training Program, and has 
been performing and teaching ever since. Her pension to defy expectations and explore the confluence of 
her interests in technology, circus, and emotion is driven by her belief that risk is a vital part of human 
growth. She has a twinkle of hope that her emotional risks will open a connection with you.
 
LINNEA RIDOLFI | Acrobatics, ropes, true kindness
Linnea made her stage debut at age four as a proud tree in Ballet Quad Cities production of The Nutcrack-
er and has scarcely left the stage since. By the time she finished high school, she had performed roles in 
many classic ballets (Coppélia, Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty) and had also taken on two seasons of Shake-
speare with The Prenzie Players (Twelfth Night, A Midsummer Nights Dream, the Henriad). She graduated 
Pittsburgh’s Point Park University in 2007 with a degree in Contemporary Jazz Dance before finding her 
home in the world of circus. After completing Aloft’s Profressional Training Program in 2015, she made a 
career in coaching and performing circus arts in Chicago. She is currently one half of the acrobatic part-
nership DuoBabe and has performed partner acrobatics and solo aerial sling in full-length productions (A 
Fool’s Journey, Misfit Circus; Brave Space, Aloft Circus Arts) and in cabaret-style shows (Aloft Circus Arts 
Sanctuary; Unbridled at Untitled 111; MSA and Circus Arts Fly By Night). She adores her Brave Space cast-
mates and is so grateful to be bringing such a unique show to audiences around the country. 



RACHEL WEBBERMAN | duo trapeze, forest fairey
Rachel first found her love for circus while a student at Oberlin College. During her time there she was also 
lucky enough to meet her future trapeze partner, Hayley Larson. Together they formed Duo Filamental while 
in Aloft’s Full-time training program, first performing on aerial cradle, and later transitioning to duo trapeze. 
Rachel is so happy to be a part of Brave Space and hopes this show can be for its audience what it’s been for 
her.

HAYLEY LARSON | Doubles trapeze, cyr wheel, juggling
With a degree in dance and chemistry from Oberlin College, Hayley uses her background as a dancer to bring 
a crisp, complex style to her choreography that underscores the commanding stage presence so often found in 
her performances. As a  circus professional she enjoys training an innumerable number of skills including cyr 
wheel, juggling, handstands, silks, and duo trapeze. She is one half of the trapeze duo, Duo Filamental, along 
with her partner Rachel Webberman and she especially enjoys having an apparatus that doubles as a friend. 
When not performing in Brave Space she can be found coaching and creating throughout the Midwest, or 
snuggling with a cat on the couch.

SARAH TAPPER | Tightwire, Static & Dance Trapeze, Pole walking, Juggling  
With a background in competitive dance and gymnastics, Sarah decided to pursue circus five years ago after 
seeing Teatro Zinzanni. After getting her B.A. in English at University of Vermont, a brief side quest with 
Americorps, and a foray into the medical field, she was accepted to Aloft Circus Art’s full-time training pro-
gram. This prompted her move to Chicago where she majored in Tightwire and Static Trapeze. She also enjoys 
flying Acro and Juggling. Soon after graduation, she began teaching at Aloft and  Brave Space was created. She 
is thrilled to get to perform and create with her closest friends. 

HEATHER DART | Free pole, contortion, juggling
Always having been inspired by movement and dance, Heather sought out circus to express herself. Beginning 
her circus journey in 2010 with hula hoops, she discovered her love for spinning. Hoops eventually led her to 
other forms of circus and vaudeville such as fire manipulation, burlesque, and aerial. In 2013, after completing 
a BA in Sociology from Southern Illinois University, she began training in trapeze, aerial hoop, aerial fabric, 
and dance pole. She completed Aloft Circus Arts’ teacher training course in 2015 in Chicago, IL. and has since 
taught aerial classes across the state. She is also a graduate of Aloft’s two-year professional training program. 
She now specializes in dance trapeze, aerial pole, and hula hoops. Heather has performed in full-length circus 
shows such as “Brave Space” and “Flock”, as well as various Chicago cabaret shows, with burlesque troupe 
Carnivale Debauche, and many corporate and private events. Combining high-level skills with seamless tran-
sitions, musicality, and emotion are the focuses of her solo work. She aims to find the ways in which strength 
and power can be soft and feminine.




